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Overview
Deakin context
◦ Ebook collection growth
◦ Ebook management principles/policies

Procedures for loading ebooks via ERM
Advantages
Challenges



Ebook collection growth
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Presentation Notes
Some statistics on ebook growth since 2005.Our statistics indicate that last year DUL added,37,537 print titles29,130 ebook titles



Statistics indicate that last year this Library added:

•37,537 print titles
•29,130 ebook titles
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Presentation Notes
Some statistics on ebook growth since 2005.Our statistics indicate that last year DUL ‘added’,37,537 print titles29,130 ebook titles



Ebook management  principles/policies
Single record policy for print and electronic versions 
of a title. 
Prefer to use Libraries Australia records over vendor-
supplied MARC records due to quality issues. 
Use Millenium’s ERM to manage ebook holdings.
ERM problems fixed manually must be fixed 
permanently; i.e. they must not get overwritten by a 
subsequent reload. 
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Presentation Notes
Our ebook workflow has been influenced by the following principles/policies.



Procedures for loading ebooks using ERM
Source spreadsheets
◦ Vendor
◦ Cataloguing unit
◦ Create from scratch

Manipulate spreadsheet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1.Source spreadsheets:In most cases we are able to download a spreadsheet with titles, ISBNs and URLs from the vendor/product website or request one via email from the provider.We’ve recently introduced procedures whereby ‘individual’, usually gratis, ebooks that previously had an 856 in the bib are now loaded via the ERM module. These are generally items that are requested by a Faculty or Library staff member or where the URL to the gratis (usually government publications) ebook is is indicated in the bib. record for the print copy acquired by the Library. The cataloguing unit creates a list of these on a monthly basis. The Access team exports the required information from this list to a spreadsheet, which is loaded via ERM to create the ebook holdings. In addition, the licence team checks non-AGPS titles for possible issues.Occasionally, where we haven’t been able to source a spreadsheet from the provider, we’ve created it from scratch.Manipulate spreadsheetOnce we have a spreadsheet, we manipulate it into the format required for pre ERM processing and ERM loading. Usually this isn’t too onerous, though the quality of vendor spreadsheets varies markedly.2. Miscellaneous ebooks are those resources that are usually gratis and access is either identified and requested�by a Faculty or Library staff member (eg. Liaison Librarian), or, the URL to the gratis ebook is indicated in the bib. record for the print copy acquired by the Library.Previously individual (i.e. gratis, not part of purchased or subscribed collection) ebooks were added individually by the Cataloguing Unit. We have now streamlined processing of these via the ERM module i.e. we collect them, output the information we need to create a spreadsheet, perform a few quick cleanup checks and load them. This automatically creates holdings (checkin) records on the titles matched in the Catalogue.



Procedures for loading ebooks using ERM
Pre ERM processing through PERL scripts to find records and 
add matchpoint to spreadsheet
◦ PERL script created inhouse – Deakin specific passwords
◦ Searches Library Catalogue for titles not held
◦ Imports records from L.A. or WorldCat via 

Zsearch (and Perl script) written by geoffrey.cleave@deakin.edu.au
◦ Adds matchpoint (ALTLOOKUP) to spreadsheet.

Spreadsheet loaded via ERM –creates holdings records
with a ‘softlink’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A PERL script created inhouse by our resident expert Geoff Cleave searches the Catalogue for the titles in the ebook spreadsheet, matching on ISBN and creates a file of those titles not held at Deakin. There are a number of Deakin specific passwords embedded with in the script. For each of the publications not in the Deakin catalogue we need to fetch a MARC record from Libraries Australia or WorldCat then load it into Millennium. It was decided that this MARC record should be for the print version of the publication.After the records have been loaded into Millennium we adjust the coverage load database in ERM by adding the AltLookup values. MARC 035 via the script The procedureWe achieve this by updating in two stages.Stage 1The vendor spreadsheet is searched for titles not held at Deakin and this file is then run through a program called Zsearch which has been setup in our instance to search both Libraries Australia and WorldCat to retrieve records for those titles. The records are saved into a Marc file and MarcEdit is employed to convert them to a format that easily translates into the ILMS (Millennium).Part of the process is to designate a code that will precede a predefined unique number from each record (the bibno.) eg. knovel1234567 to be utilised as the ALTLOOKUP (which in ERM is the matchpoint) in the next stage.Stage 2The file is checked by the Cataloguing unit  and the MARC records loaded. The next stage of processing through the script adds the predesignated matchpoint (ALTLOOKUP) to the spreadsheet either from the existing catalogue record (035 –vendor number) or the number created by the script from the data entered previously. This ‘revised’ spreadsheet is then loaded into our Electronic Resource Management module which either matches a bib. record and creates/updates the holdings/checkin record, or creates both a new bib. and holdings record. 



Procedures for loading ebooks using ERM
Post load cleanups 

◦ Convert MAT type to ‘ebook’ to ensure the resource is included in the 
ebook search scope.

◦ Search for material that has “Electronic books” but no longer has an 
attached holdings record for an ebook

◦ Locate holdings records where ERM softlink is missing and take 
appropriate corrective action
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Once the spreadsheet has been loaded to ERM we do some cleanups.The cataloguing unit uses global update to convert the MAT type to ebook to ensure that the titles are included in the ebook search scope.Periodically the cataloguing unit searches for records that have the form heading ‘electronic books’ but no longer has attached holdings records for ebooks.The access team periodically searches for records where ERM softlinks are missing and take appropriate corrective action.When we were using EBL’s patron driven model of acquisition we also identified records that had ebl holdings as well as holdings with another vendor. We then suppressed the EBL holdings to minimise the chance of purchasing via EBL titles that we already had with another provider.



Why use ERM to manage ebooks?
Faster, more streamlined updating of titles
Consistent look/feel of ejournal and ebook links in 
webpac
Display licence terms and conditions
Display access issues
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Using ERM adding and deleting titles is fairly quick and simple. When you do a full reload you can quickly identify and remove deleted titles using the delete candidates function.Using ERM rather than 856s in the bib for ebooks means that our ejournal and ebook links have a consistent appearance and position in the webpac.Each bib record has a link to the ebook as well as a link to the licence conditions.If there are access problems, such as a scheduled outage, we use the k field in the resource record and this displays below the link in each related bib record as well as the resource record.



Challenges
ERM designed for ejournals
◦ Date display
◦ Request form
◦ Skeleton records have 022, not 020

Literal ISBN matching during coverage load
◦ ISBN13 in coverage load will not match ISBN10 in bib
◦ ISBN will not match if  ISBN  in bib has trailing data
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ERM was designed to manage ejournals rather than ebooks and several of the issues we’ve encountered are due to this. Some of the issues are fairly minor, such as the date display in webpac- when you view the resource and its related holdings the date column is blank. This is because in the webpac ERM display date ranges are the default whereas eEbooks have fixed dates.However, a more problematic issue is the request form in the webpac. Book holdings generally go on item records. All holdings records in ERM are checkin records. If you request a loan of a book which happens to have an ERM checkin attached to the bib, Innopac thinks you’re after a journal and presents you with the journal request form.Another consequence of ERM being designed for ejournals is that skeleton records created during ERM loads have their ISBN in an 022 field rather than 020.Another problem is that ERM’s ISBN matching is literal. An ISBN13 in a coverage load will not match its equivalent ISBN10 in the bib record. Also the ISBN in the coverage data will not match the ISBN in the bib if the ISBN in the bib has trailing data, e.g. format, such as pbk, or price.



Challenges
Variable quality of spreadsheets, require considerable 
manipulation, e.g.
◦ Corrupt characters
◦ Multiple ISBNs in a single field
◦ Incorrect ISBNs
◦ Vendor inconsistency re: ISBN10/13
◦ Older ebook collections, e.g. psycbooks may lack ISBNs
◦ Multi-volume titles and monographic series

- largely resolved by use of a ‘public note field’ and multiple entries 
detailing volume or series info.
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Presentation Notes
The issues with WebOPAC display of Monographic series has recently been resolved with the utilisation of the Public note fieldand multiple entries within the one holdings record for each volume/series entry. �







Any questions?

Alice.Fahey@deakin.edu.au
Kathryn.Martin@deakin.edu.au
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